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The reference eruption for the Vesuvius emergency p lan

In 1944, after nearly 3 centuries of almost continuous ac tivity, 
Vesuvius entered a new quiescence stage whose duration ca nnot
be assessed.

The choice of the next eruption (type, energy, related h azards) is
of fundamental importance for the preparation of an adequa te plan
for the protection of the exposed people.

This is not an easy task because of the difference recorde d in the Vesuvius
eruptions along time. Recent studies addressed the evalu ation of the 
probability of occurrence at short or mid -term for the three main types of
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Probability of occurrence (repose time 60 to 200 years)

Violent Strombolian Sub-Plinian I Plinian

(VEI = 3) (VEI = 4) (VEI = 5)

72% 27% 1%

Modified after Marzocchi et al., 2004

A Sub-Plinian eruption, similar to that occurred in 1631 , though
less probable than a “violent Strombolian”, was selected a s the 
reference event for the Vesuvius emergency preparedness p lan

probability of occurrence at short or mid -term for the three main types of
Vesuvius explosive eruptions. 



Main hazards related to a Sub-Plinian eruption
- Pre-eruption earthquakes

- Eruption ongoing: 
• ash fallout from wind dispersed pyroclastic column
• pyroclastic flows from column collapse

- Sin-and-post eruption: lahar by rain mobilization of loose tephra on the 
volcanic edifice and downwind steep reliefs

Earthquakes Pyroclastic Flows Lahar

All these phenomena are being studied in detail in order t o
provide the hazard or risk scenarios for the emergency pl anning 

Earthquakes Pyroclastic Flows Lahar



Hazard assessment for pyroclastic fallout

Reference eruption : Sub-Plinian (VEI=4) Column height : 18 km 

Total discharged mass : 5x1011 kg Wind data : 1991-2010 (from NOAA) 



Roof vulnerability to ash load
Type Description

Ar Weak pitched wooden roof

Br Flat standard wooden roof
Reinforced concrete flat roof – SAP type
Weak steel and little vaults flat roof

C1r Flat r.c. roof older than 20 years

C2r Flat r.c. roof younger than 20 years

Dr Recent pitched r.c. roof
Recent pitched steel roof

Load (kg/m 2)
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After Zuccaro et al., 2008



Hazard assessment for pyroclastic fallout

Highest probability of wind direction: 17.16% 

Ash dispersion to a thickness of 0.1 cm 



Risk assessment for pyroclastic fallout

Roof collapses: 24,378

Involved population: 84,946 



Hazard assessment for pyroclastic fallout

NW wind direction
Probability of occurrence: 0.93%

Naples city affected !
Ash fallout over Rome!



Risk assessment for pyroclastic fallout

Roof collapses: 49,235

Involved population: 410,240



Criticalities from pyroclastic fallout

Many persons live in zones that could be severely a ffected by tephra
fallout in the first phase of the eruption. The hig hest damages would 
be produced by a WNW wind, toward the city of Naple s, which 
fortunately has a very low occurrence probability ( <1%). 

The zones to the East of the Vesuvius are the most exposed to 
pyroclastic fallout, as there is a probability of ab out 60 % that wind 
will blow toward ENE to SE. Depending on the specif ic wind direction will blow toward ENE to SE. Depending on the specif ic wind direction 
and the dimensions of invested villages 22,960 to 3 2,415 roof 
collapses involving from 84,946 to 158,842 people a re expected.

Most of these collapses would obviously occur withi n the Red Zone 
which should have been evacuated. However, also vil lages outside 
that zone will be severely affected. As they are no t exposed to 
pyroclastic flow hazard, their pre-eruption evacuati on is not foreseen 
in the plan.



Criticalities from pyroclastic fallout
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It is almost impossible to identify in advance the sector that will be effectively affected by 
pyroclastic fallout, as wind direction changes too r apidly (probability of persistence only 
10% after 3 days). 
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Days of wind direction persistence in a sector

Two prevention actions can be envisaged to mitigate  the roof collapses risk:

1) at the moment of the eruption onset, when the expos ed sectors will be known, 
people should be moved from the buildings more vuln erable to ash load, to pre-
identified safe near structures 

2) a long-term program of intervention to reduce roof vulnerability in the 
vesuvian area has to be undertaken.



Red Zone exposed to Pyroclastic Flows

• Run out  boundaries of 
pyroclastic flows of the 
1631 and  472 subplinian I 
eruptions; 

• 3D simulations of 
pyroclastic flows from  a 
subplinian I  eruption.

• Propagation time of the 
pyroclastic flows from the pyroclastic flows from the 
crater to the urbanized 
areas is of only few 
minutes.

The red zone has to be 
evacuated before the 
eruption onset



Red zone exposed to pyroclastic flow risk: 

18 municipalities with 550,000 residents 



Main eruption precursory phenomena expected in the 
Vesuvius unrest phase:

• Anomalous seismicity

• Ground deformation (uplift)

• T increase, chemical changes in fumaroles

They are used to define the state of the volcano in  a 
process with increasing probability of eruption (al ert level) 

Level Main actions

Attention Monitoring increase

Pre-alarm Civil Protection preparation to the emergency

Alarm Evacuation of the red zone (550,000 people)



• Epicenter in the crater area

• Focal depth 3-4 km

Expected earthquakes in the Vesuvius
unrest phase (before alarm is declared)

• Focal depth 3-4 km

• Magnitude: 4.5-5.5 max

• Intensity at epicentre VIII-IX

(Intensity in the settlements of the red zone: VII-VIII)



Attenuation laws in PGA and MCS Intensity

Seismic attenuation at Vesuvius

Log 10(PGA)= a+bM+c log 10(R2+h2)½±σ IMCS = (1.33 – log 10(PGA))*5  



Seismic vulnerability of Vesuvius buildings

The inventory of the building vulnerability class
distribution has been evaluated on about the 50 % of the all
buildings of the red zone; the residual 50% has been
evaluated by aerial photogrammetry and statistic calibration
of the census data ISTAT 2001.



Seismic Building Structures Classification
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Example: Seismic vulnerability of Torre Annunziata
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Expected damage scenario for a single earthquake 
of intensity VIII



Expected damage scenario for a single earthquake 
of intensity IX



Expected damages for I = VIII



Total damages from earthquakes

Zone  tot. Collapse Blds. Unusable Deaths Injuried Homeless

red 301 1418 31 107 9631

other 2406 5700 184 662 25430

Total 2707 7118 215 769 35061

Event of Intensity VIII at the epicentre

Zone  tot. Collapse Blds. Unusable Deaths Injuried Homeless

red 2012 6316 237 842 44334

other 5261 9754 463 1697 42996

Total 7273 16070 700 2539 87330

Event of Intensity IX at the epicentre



Red zone:  impact of the earthquakes of the unrest 
phase on the evacuation road practicability



Red zone:  impact of the earthquakes of the unrest p hase 
on the evacuation road practicability (Portici)



municipality Pi ≥60% 40%≤Pi≤60% Pi< 40%

Boscoreale 92 60 184

Boscotrecase 73 50 152

Cercola 15 20 53

Ercolano 80 49 113

Massa di Somma 20 18 33

Ottaviano 90 39 131

PROB. Pi OF INTERRUPTION FOR INTENSITY  IX

(NUMBER OF ROAD LINK  INTERRUPTED)

municipality Pi ≥60% 40%≤Pi≤60% Pi< 40%

Boscoreale 20 41 275

Boscotrecase 16 42 217

Cercola 2 8 78

Ercolano 22 36 184

Massa di Somma 2 10 59

Ottaviano 21 43 196

PROB. Pi OF INTERRUPTION FOR INTENSITY  VIII

(NUMBER OF ROAD LINK  INTERRUPTED)

Red zone:  impact of the earthquakes of the unrest p hase 
on the evacuation road practicability

Ottaviano 90 39 131

Pollena Trocchia 12 5 41

Pompei 4 9 42

Portici 55 33 63

San Giorgio a Cremano 15 15 32

San Giuseppe Vesuviano 64 54 90

San sebastiano al Vesuvio 23 16 53

Sant'Anastasia 60 27 102

Somma Vesuviana 69 52 151

Terzigno 74 44 107

Torre Annunziata 89 72 254

Torre del Greco 33 50 180

Trecase 25 23 94

TOTALI 893 636 1875

Ottaviano 21 43 196

Pollena Trocchia 2 6 50

Pompei 0 3 52

Portici 25 23 103

San Giorgio a Cremano 1 10 51

San Giuseppe Vesuviano 12 38 158

San sebastiano al Vesuvio 1 14 77

Sant'Anastasia 16 34 139

Somma Vesuviana 17 35 220

Terzigno 22 39 164

Torre Annunziata 9 42 364

Torre del Greco 4 19 240

Trecase 0 12 130

TOTALI 192 443 2757



Criticalities from precursory earthquakes

The evaluation of expected damage due to earthquakes occurring
during the unrest phase of a possible eruption at Vesuvius is
very relevant to assess the criticality of the evacuation plan for
the red zone.

Many buildings in the red zone have an high level of seismic
vulnerability, therefore vast damages caused by pre-eruption
earthquakes have to be expected.

This could lead to:This could lead to:

• face up a severe seismic emergency, before the official warning
of imminent eruption;

• the ruins of the buildings deriving from total or partial
collapses could compromise the practicability of some crucial
escape paths and hamper the rescue activities of the trapped
victims.

A Mitigation Plan to reduce the vulnerability of the buildings 
along the evacuation paths is urgently needed. 



Some suggestions on key strategies for volcanic 
risk reduction

• Precursory phenomena are fundamental for understand ing 
when a volcano is near to erupt

• However, they do not give information on the charac teristics 
of the impending eruption, which have to be derived  from 
previous activity of each specific volcano

This is the main frontier of volcanology research

Risk assessment requires a very close cooperation
between volcanologists (hazard assessment) and
engineers (vulnerability assessment)

They must work together in volcanic emergency 
planning and management


